ABOUT JACK HENSEL JR., MD

Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon Dr. Jack Hensel Jr. specializes in breast surgery and body contouring. In practice since 2001, Dr. Hensel and his team provide a warm, comfortable environment where patients have access to an array of cosmetic enhancement options, including a 5,000-square-foot medspa with cutting-edge technology for all of your head-to-toe beauty needs.

SERVICES
- Abdominoplasty
- Body Contouring
- Aesthetic Injections
- Blepharoplasty
- Breast Augmentation and Lifts
- Breast Reductions and Revisions
- Breast
- Laser Resurfacing
- Liposuction / SmartLipo®
- "Liquid Facelifts"
- Cellulaze™
- Venus Freeze™
- Weight Loss

WHAT FEEDBACK DO YOU FREQUENTLY HEAR FROM PATIENTS?
My patients have said that I have great bedside manner and surgical skill, as well as a warm, personable demeanor and the ability to treat them with respect. Being able to help people look and feel better about themselves is a huge source of personal satisfaction.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOUR JOB?
Being able to help people look and feel better about themselves. Raising self-esteem for a person can change their entire life and I feel good to be a part of that equation. I also enjoy giving back to our community by working with local charities to show appreciation for the talent that has been given to me.

BOOSTING PATIENT CONFIDENCE
Dr. Jack Hensel Jr. and his skilled team at Lowcountry Plastic Surgery Center offer a host of breast enlargement and enhancement surgery options to help accentuate the female figure and bolster self-confidence. "We approach breast surgery discreetly and always have your best interests in mind," says Dr. Hensel. During his fellowship at Nashville Plastic Surgery, Dr. Hensel trained in cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgery with internationally renowned surgeons who helped further his ability to transform. "I will customize your surgery to best suit your specific needs and make you look and feel your best," says Dr. Hensel.

HOW DO YOU SHOW PATIENTS THAT YOU CARE?
We go above and beyond to make our patients know how much we care about them. We do a lot of hand-holding, taking them step by step with support to relieve any fears or concerns. We don’t just do the surgery and forget about them—we have established a relationship that will last a lifetime.

HOW DO YOU ENSURE PATIENT SATISFACTION?
We spend quality time getting to know each patient and learning about their true concerns so that we can personalize their treatment plan. Each patient has a different story and different needs, and it is very important to choose the right procedure for the right patient in order to set realistic expectations.

WHAT SHOULD PATIENTS KNOW BEFORE CONSIDERING PLASTIC SURGERY?
It’s important to understand that surgery is just one part of the process. You need to be realistic about your goals and lifestyle. "Doing the best job is only part of the equation," says Dr. Hensel. "It’s just as important that you take care of yourself outside of the operating room."